**MI:pro™** is a simple, compact protective case for the BBC micro:bit. The wall-mount version’s 3-layer construction is easy to assemble, gives access to all ports and buttons and is perfect for screw-mounting onto other surfaces.

**TOOLS REQUIRED:**
- Flat head screwdriver

**NOT INCLUDED:**
- BBC micro:bit
- USB cable

**Mountable case for the BBC micro:bit**
- Access all buttons and connections
- Mountable version

Design copyright © Kitronik Ltd 2015

Stock code: 5605

This is not a toy. Children assembling this product should be supervised by a competent adult. The product contains small parts and should be kept out of reach of children under three years of age.
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Designed & manufactured in the UK by Kitronik
Assembly instructions

Push large screws through part no. 1 and lay flat with text facing down.

Mounting instructions

Hook over mounting screws.

Stack each layer as numbered onto the screws through layer no. 1, then tighten nuts.

Push case down to lock in place on mounting screws.